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Abstract- Imitation is a powerful learning tool that can
be used by a robotic agent to socially learn new skills and
tasks. One of the fundamental problems in imitation is the
correspondence problem, how to map between the actions,
states and effects of the model and imitator agents, when
the embodiment of the agents is dissimilar. In our approach,
the matching depends on different metrics and granularity.
Focusing on object manipulation and arrangement demon-
strated by a human, this paper presents JABBERWOCKY,
a system that uses different metrics and granularity to
produce action command sequences that when executed by
an imitating agent can achieve corresponding effects (manipu-
landum absolute/relative position, displacement, rotation and
orientation).
Based on a single demonstration of an object manipulation
task by a human and using a combination of effect metrics,
the system is shown to produce correspondence solutions that
are then performed by an imitating agent, generalizing with
respect to different initial object positions and orientations
in the imitator's workspace. Depending on the particular
metrics and granularity used, the corresponding effects will
differ (shown in examples), making the appropriate choice of
metrics and granularity depend on the task and context.
Index Terms- Imitation and social learning, correspon-
dence problem, space of effect metrics, human-robot inter-
action, programming by demonstration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imitation is a powerful learning tool when social in-
teraction between human and robots is required. Robot-
ics researchers are inspired from imitation and social
leaming in animals and humans to create controllers for
their autonomous robots, using suitable behaviours for
adaptive learning [1]-[6]. Having a robot observe and
learn to perform a task from an experienced teacher
presents a more flexible and adaptive solution than explicit
pre-programming and restrictive hardwiring. The learning
process can be faster as no direct programming is required.
The expert should just by performing and thus demonstrat-
ing the task pass the required knowledge to the robot, which
in turn may be used as a model to be imitated by other
robots.
*The work described in this paper was conducted within the EU
Integrated Project COGNIRON ("The Cognitive Robot Companion") and
was funded by the European Commission Division FP6-IST Future and
Emerging Technologies under Contract FP6-002020.
The work presented in this paper is motivated by the
EU Integrated Project COGNIRON ("The Cognitive Robot
Companion") and addresses the problem of how to teach a
robot new motor skills and complex tasks through human
demonstration. The learning algorithms to be developed
should be general and address fundamental questions of
imitation learning, applied to manipulation tasks. For exam-
ple a robotic companion at home could acquire knowledge
of e.g. arranging some household objects on a table from
observing its human owner. Acquiring such skills socially
requires matching different aspects of the effects that the
human actions have on objects in the environment. Also
the various contexts within which a task is replicated might
require its generalization to various settings (see examples
below) and to other types and shapes of manipulated
objects.
In order to study the most interesting and significant
problems, a general agent-based perspective can be used,
considering imitation as the behaviour of an autonomous
agent in relation to its environment, including other au-
tonomous agents. The mechanisms underlying imitation are
not separated from the behaviour-in-context, including the
social and non-social environments, motivations, relation-
ships among the agents, their embodiments, the agent's
individual and learning history, etc. [7]. Such a perspective
can help to unfold the full potential of research on imitation
and help in identifying challenging and important research
issues, including five central questions that an imitating
agent must address: who to imitate, when to imitate, what
to imitate, how to imitate and how to evaluate a successful
imitation. Each question presents its own difficulties and re-
search problems. An integrated approach to these questions
must be the ultimate goal of work on imitation in adaptive
systems. The work presented in this paper concentrates on
the how to problem.
A. Correspondence Problem
A fundamental problem when learning how to imitate
is to create an appropriate (partial) mapping between the
actions afforded by particular embodiments to achieve
corresponding states and effects by the model and imitator
agents (solving a correspondence problem) [8]. For similar
embodiments, this seems to be straightforward (although
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Fig. 1. The JABBERWOCKY system architecture. Using data captured
from a human and given appropriate metrics and sub-goal granularity, the
multi-target system can produce action command sequences that when
executed by a software or hardware agent can achieve corresponding
actions. states and/or effects. The corresponding actions, states and effects
as demonstrated by the imitator can also be captured and used as
a demonstration for another imitating agent (grey arrows). Differently
embodied and constrained target systems in various contexts need to be
supported.
it actually involves deep issues of perception and motor
control). But once the assumption that the agents belong
to the same 'species', i.e. have sufficiently similar bodies
and an equivalent set of actions, is dropped, as with a robot
imitating a human, the problem becomes more difficult and
complex. Even among biological agents, individual differ-
ences in issues of perception, anatomy, neurophysiology,
and ontogeny can create effectively dissimilar embodiments
between members of the same species. A close inspection
of seemingly similar artificial agent embodiments can yield
similar conclusions due to issues like individual sensor and
actuator differences (hardware) or the particular represen-
tations and processing that these agents employ (software).
In our setting, it will be desirable to have different kinds
of agents in the learning process, i.e. humans and robots
interacting socially.
The following statement of the correspondence problem
[9]-[l 1 ] draws attention to the fact that the model and imi-
tator agents may not necessary share the same morphology
or may not have the same affordances:
Given an observed behaviour of the model, which
from a given starting state leads the model
through a sequence (or hierarchy [or program])
of sub-goals in states, action and/or effects, one
must find and execute a sequence of actions us-
ing one's own (possibly dissimilar) embodiment.
which from a corresponding starting state, leads
through corresponding sub-goals - in correspond-
ing states, actions, and/or effects, while possibly
responding to corresponding events.
In this approach. an imitator can map observed actions
of the model agent to its own repertoire of actions using
the correspondence found by solving the correspondence
problem, as constrained by its own embodiment and by
context [9]-[1 1]. Qualitatively different kinds of social
learning result from matching different combinations of
matching actions, states and/or effects at different levels
of granularity [12].
Artificial agents that have the ability to imitate may use
(perhaps more than one) metric to compare the imitator
agent's own actions, states and effects with the model's
Fig. 2. A picture of the experimental set-up for the demonstrator
(left) and a screenshot of the imitator platform (right). On the left,
the human demonstrator manipulates (moves and rotates) three obljects
inside the workspace grid. On the right. the imitator platform (simulated
in Webots) is shown, with the robotic manipulator visualized as a vertical
cylinder that can translate and rotate objects. The objects in the simulation
leave a coloured trail as they move, to aid the visualization ot their
trajectories.
actions, states and effects, in order to evaluate the imitation
attempts and discover corresponding actions that they can
perform to achieve a similar behaviour. The choice of
metrics used is therefore very important as it will have an
impact on the quality and character of the imitation. Many
interesting and important aspects of the model behaviour
need to be considered, as the metrics capture the notion
of the salient differences between performed and desired
actions and also the difference between attained and de-
sired states and effects [10], [11]. The choice of metric
determines, in part, what will be imitated, whereas solving
the correspondence problem concerns how to imitate [7].
In general, aspects of action, state and effect as well
as the level of granularity (what to imitate) do all play
roles in the choice of metric for solving the problem of
how to imitate [10], [13], [14]. On-going research is thus
addressing the complementary problem of how to extract
sub-goals and derive suitable metrics automatically from
observation [10], [12], [14], [15].
II. THE JABBERWOCKY SYSTEM
In previous work we have developed ALICE (Action
Learning via Imitating Corresponding Embodiments), a
generic framework for solving the correspondence problem
[13], [16]. The ALICE framework builds up a library of
actions from the repertoire of an imitator agent that can be
executed to achieve corresponding actions, states and/or
effects to those of a model agent (according to given
metrics and granularity).
The ALICE framework provides a functional architecture
that informs the design of robotic systems that can learn
socially from a human demonstrator. For the COGNIRON
project we are currently developing JABBERWOCKY, a
system that uses captured data from a human demonstrator
to generate appropriate action commands (see Figure 1).
The action commands can be targeted for various software
and hardware platforms. These actions will allow the
imitating agent to achieve corresponding actions, states
and/or effects. depending on the given (relevant to the
demonstrated task and context) metrics and granularity
(provided by a what to imitate and sub-goal extraction
module), embodiment restrictions and constrains (imposed
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Fig. 3. A selection of displacement (left) and angular metrics (right).
To evaluate the similarity between object displacements, the relative
displacement, absolute position and relative position effect metrics can
be used. To evaluate the similarity between object rotations, the rotation
and orientation effect metrics can be used. The second row shows the way
the corresponding object (in a different workspace) needs to be moved
or rotated by an imitator to match the corresponding effects. The grey
triangles are superimposed to show that for the relative position effect
metric, the relative final positions of the objects are the same.
by the targeted imitator platform), and possibly different
initial state of the objects in the environment.
The system bears some similarity to the one presented
by Kuniyoshi et al. in [6], but with the main differences
being that it is more flexible in that it can use any given
metric and granularity and that it is designed to be able to
generate action commands targeted for a variety of target
platforms, both in software and hardware to match different
aspects and achieve various types of social learning. The
multiplatform targetability of JABBERWOCKY is shown in
[17]. Here we assess its generalization capabilities across
dissimilar initial object configurations, for different metrics.
A. Matching Human Manipulation
In the work described in this paper, the demonstrated task
consists of manipulation of three coloured block objects
moved and rotated on a 2D workspace surface by a human
acting as the demonstrator (see Figure 2, left). Using the
Polhemus LIBERTYTM motion capture system, a sensor is
attached on top of each object, giving the position of the
object's center and also the object's orientation, relative
to one of the workspace corners (each frame sampled
every 15 - 20 msec). The experiments described in this
paper focus on object manipulation and arrangement, so
only the effects (the position and the orientation of the
objects) are captured, omitting the demonstrator's actions
(arm movements) and states (body posture). In ongoing
work, three (or more) additional sensors can be used, one
attached to the human torso and one at each hand, providing
additional information about the demonstrator's actions and
states.
For the how to imitate module we developed a simulation
of the 2D workspace that can handle various 'block' objects
moving and rotating around, accounting for object colli-
sions and workspace confines. This simulation can replay
the captured demonstration data at a given granularity,
displaying the trajectory and orientation of the objects
as they move and rotate on the workspace, from the
initial configuration to the current frame. Starting from
a different initial configuration of the same (or different)
Fig. 4. An example of a captured human demonstration (left),
and the extracted critical points (right). The colours (red, green and
blue) indicate the three different objects. The dotted outlines indicate the
initial position and orientation of the objects, while the solid thick outline
the final position. For the demonstration data, the intermediate object's
position and orientation is shown with solid thin outlines, linearly scaled
(at time intervals equal to one tenth of the overall trajectory only, for
clarity) to indicate the direction of the movement. For the critical points,
each object's position and orientation is shown at every critical point,
again linearly scaled.
corresponding objects on a different workspace, the simu-
lation can plan their displacement and rotation according
to a combination of given effect metrics (described below).
But some displacements or rotations, although minimizing
the given metric, might be invalid if the path or final
position is occupied by other objects. The how to imitate
module will then have to discover an alternative path to
achieve the same effects according to the metric. To imitate
and achieve similar effects as the model, a target imitator
then moves and rotates the objects according a generated
sequence of command instructions that take into account
constraints on the imitator's embodiment. Several target
imitator platforms are supported.
The imitator platform used for the experiments presented
in this paper was implemented using the WebotsTM robot
simulation software. The imitator's workspace contains
three objects, of the same size and color as the correspond-
ing objects in the demonstrator's workspace (in this case).
The imitator is embodied as a single arm manipulator,
positioned above the workspace and able to pick-up, move
and rotate each of the three objects (see Figure 2, right).
This embodiment, although dissimilar to the one of the
human demonstrator, is nevertheless able to match both
displacement and angular effect aspects of the demonstra-
tion. As the objects are moved (and rotated) around the
workspace by the manipulator in the simulation, they leave
behind a coloured trail (of same color as themselves) to
help visualize the imitated trajectories. The manipulator is
shown as a vertical yellow cylinder mounted at the end of
a bar positioned above the workspace, and begins and ends
its trajectory from a fixed resting location.
B. Metrics and Granularity
Towards a characterization of the space of effect met-
rics, we explored absolute/relative angle and displacement
aspects and focused on overall arrangement and trajectory
of manipulated objects. Focusing on aspects of orientation
and displacement of the manipulated objects, two types
of effect metrics can be used. The first type evaluates an
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Fig. 5. Four examples of dissimilar initial object positions (the object
orientations remain the same). The dotted outlines indicate the initial
position and orientation of the objects in the demonstrator's workspace
(the captured demonstrated task is shown in Figure 4, left) and the solid
outlines the (dissimilar) initial configuration of the objects in the imitator's
workspace. In the top right the object's relative positions are rotated by
450 (clockwise) relative to the center of the workspace, in the lower left
by 900 (anti-clockwise) and in the lower right by 1800.
object's movement and position on the workspace (rela-
tive displacement metric, absolute position metric, relative
position metric, see Figure 3, left), and the second type
evaluates the orientation of an object (rotation metric, ori-
entation metric, see Figure 3, right). These metrics evaluate
the differences between the effects on the environment
(objects) of the model and the imitator and do not consider
the state or the actions of the agents. To evaluate both the
movement and the orientation of an object, both metric
types must be used. A weighted combination of more than
one of the displacement metrics can be used, by a (convex)
weighted sum of the displacement vectors that minimise
each metric. For more details on these (and additional)
effect metrics see [17].
The sub-goal granularity is given by finding the critical
points in the trajectories of the manipulated objects. A
critical point occurs when the direction of the captured
trajectory and/or the orientation of an object changes by
more than a certain threshold.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments presented in this section, a hu-
man demonstrator arranges three block objects on the
2D workspace surface. The captured effects are shown in
Figure 4, left. This single demonstrated task is used for
all the following experiments which illustrate the capacity
of the JABBERWOCKY system to generalize the matching
of a demonstrated task across different starting object
configurations.
Here, the metrics and granularity have been selected
Fig. 6. Corresponding action commands (using the relative position,
and rotation effect metrics) for dissimnilar initial object positions. Using
the critical points shown in Figure 4 (right), starting from each of the
initial configurations shown in Figure 5 (respectively) and minimizing
the relative position and rotation effect metrics for all the objects, the
imitating manipulator in each case must follow the continuous closed
path (starting and ending at the left top corner of the workspace) shown
as a dotted line. The line in drawn using a grey to black color gradient to
indicate the direction of the path. Upon reaching an object, a small arrow
indicates the orientation that the object must be rotated to.
in advance', and as can be shown (see [13]. [16] [17]
and below), depending on the choice, the character of
the resulting matched effects can be very different. In the
experiments, the relative position or relative displacement
effect metrics are used to match the displacement effect
aspects of the demonstration, and the rotation effect metric
to match the angular effect aspects for all the objects in
the demonstrated task. The sub-goal granularity is given
by finding the critical points in the captured data (shown
in Figure 4. right).
IV. RESULTS
Given the above metrics and sub-goal granularity, and
considering each of the several different initial object con-
figurations (with dissimilar initial object positions) shown
in Figure 5, the JABBERWOCKY system produces for each
respective case corresponding action commands (as visu-
alized in Figures 6) that when preformed by the imitator
platform, result in 'successful' imitative behaviours (shown
in Figures 7 and 8). In Figure 9, another example of
initial object configurations (with dissimilar initial object
orientations) and the resulting imitative behaviour is shown.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Observations on Using the Relative Position Effect
Metric
When the relative position effect metric is used, the
relative position between the objects is conserved as they
I In the futl system, the what to imitate module will provide a choice of
metrics and granularity based on the task and context of the demonstration,
although there might not always be a unique, "correct", choice.
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Fig. 7. Resulting imitative behaviour using the relative position and
rotation effect metrics. Using, respectively, each of the corresponding
action command sequences shown in Figure 6, the imitating manipulator
shown in Figure 2 (right) performs the imitative behaviour (in Webots)
and the captured results from the simulation are shown (representation as
in Figure 4 and initial object configurations as in Figure 5).
move around the workspace. This affects the resulting
trajectories of the objects in each imitative behaviour, de-
pending on the initial object configuration considered. For
example, visually comparing the demonstration in Figure
4 (left) with the imitative behaviour in Figure 7 (lower
right), one notices that the object trails are horizontally
symmetric to each other, as a result of the initial object
configuration used (rotated by 1800 relative to the center
of the workspace, Figure 5 lower right).
B. Observations on Using the Relative Displacement Effect
Metric
When the relative displacement effect metric is used, the
dissimilar initial object positions have a greater impact on
the resulting imitative behaviours. Compared with using the
relative position metric as in Figure 7 where the relative
positions in the workspace are conserved, the objects in
this case need to be moved in such a way as to conserve
the overall shape of their trajectories, transposed according
to the different initial positions. The relatively small size of
this particular workspace, and the proximity of the objects
to each other (in the initial positions given in Figure 5)
are hindering the 'exact' matching of effects according to
the metric. Nevertheless, a solution to the correspondence
problem that satisfies the given metrics at the given sub-
goal granularity and adapted to the context (including the
state of the environment) can be found for most cases.
In three out of the four cases (except the one shown top
left in Figure 8) the object manipulation, while attempting
to match the demonstrated task encounter either another
object that is blocking the way, or the edges of the
workspace (action commands not shown). In the current
implementation, when an effect (object displacement or
Fig. 8. Resulting imitative behaviour using the relative displacement
and rotation effect metrics. Using the critical points shown in Figure 4
and starting, respectively, from each of the initial configurations shown
in Figure 5. Representation as in Figure 4.
rotation) that matches the demonstration according to the
given metrics is invalid due to the above reasons, the system
will modify (if possible) this suggested effect so as to
achieve the matching displacement (or rotation) up to the
point that it becomes invalid.
In Figure 8 (top right) the blue object is initially blocked
by the red object and its trajectory is not matched entirely.
The red object is also blocking the green object in Figure
8 (lower left), and is in turn restricted later in the imitative
behaviour by the left edge of the workspace. All objects in
Figure 8 (lower right) are obstructed by the edges of the
workspace.
The objects in Figure 8 (upper left) are not obstructed by
other objects or the workspace confines, but the imitation
behaviour is qualitatively different to the one shown in
Figure 7 (upper left). Both imitative behaviours are success-
ful as they solve their respective correspondence problem
(using different metrics).
C. Observations on Using the Rotation Effect Metric
The experiments described in the previous two subsec-
tions also used the rotation effect metric, but the initial
object orientations were the same as the object orientation
in the demonstrated task (see Figure 5). Using the rotation
effect metric to match the orientation of the objects (and
starting from the same initial object orientations) results
in the objects achieving the same orientation as in the
demonstration task during the imitative behaviour, although
the object trajectories are 'different' in terms of absolute
position (see Figures 7 and 8).
In contrast, Figure 9 (left) shows an example of dissim-
ilar initial object orientations and the resulting imitative
behaviour (right), resulting in visibly matched rotational
changes (but not matched orientation) using the rotation
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Fig. 9. An example of dissimilar initial object orientations (the object
positions remain the same). The objects have the same initial positions
as the demonstrated task in Figure 4. but different orientations (left). The
red object is rotated by -300, the green object by 45° and the blue
object by 90' (all clockwise). The resulting imitative behaviour is shown
on the right, using the rotation and relative position metrics to match the
angular and displacement effect aspects respectively. Representations for
the imitative behaviour and the initial configuration as in Figures 4 and
5. respectively.
metric. If matched orientation were required, the orienta-
tion effect metric should have been used instead.
The relative position metric was also used in the example
in Figure 9, but since the initial object positions are the
same in both the imitator's and demonstrator's workspaces
(even though the object orientations differ), all the displace-
ment effect metrics become equivalent.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
From the examples shown in the previous section it
becomes apparent that the relative/absolute position and
rotation of objects are important aspects of a demonstrated
task to match (or not) according to effect metrics, depend-
ing on the state of the objects in the environment and the
context.
Depending on the initial object configuration used, the
JABBERWOCKY system is able to generalize based on the
demonstrated task and produce appropriate corresponding
action commands that when executed by the targeted
imitator platform result in imitative behaviour, successful
according to the sub-goal granularity and the metrics used
to match the different aspects of the demonstration.
The examples presented in this paper illustrate that the
JABBERWOCKY system is able to produce corresponding
action commands for imitative behaviour that generalize
with respect to dissimilar initial object configuration with
different position and orientation of the manipulated ob-
jects (as compared to the demonstrated task). The action
commands were here targeted for a single imitator platform
(in simulation). The multi-platform targetability of the JAB-
BERWOCKY system to map human demonstrated manipu-
lations to matching robotics manipulations (in simulation)
is shown in [17].
Robots programmed to learn human demonstrated tasks
and skills by imitation will need mechanisms to match
according to the different aspects demonstrated. Compared
to a restrictive pre-programmed strategy, such a robot will
be able to learn how to perform tasks in a more flexible
way, adapting its execution according to the observed
demonstrations by its human users. A wide selection of
metrics and sub-goal granularity can be supported by
JABBERWOCKY and related systems which tell the robots
how to imitate, even starting from different initial config-
urations, as shown here. Integrating selection of what to
imitate is also the topic of on-going research.
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